**M/V C-Installer**

**Multi-Purpose Supply Vessel**

---

**M/V C-Installer**

**SPECIFICATIONS**

**REGISTRATION**
- Hull: 281
- Vessel Type: Multi-Purpose Supply Vessel
- Year Built: 2014

**ACCOMMODATIONS**
- Accommodations: 76

**DIMENSIONS**
- Dimensions: 318.67 ft. X 66 ft. X 26 ft. (97.13 m x 20.12 m x 7.92 m)
- Draft (Lightship): 11.05 ft. (3.37 m)
- Draft (Loadline): 21.33 ft. (6.50 m)
- Clear Deck: 176 ft. x 56.5 ft. (54.64 m x 17.22 m)

**SPECIAL FEATURES**
- Positioning: DP 2
- Main Crane: One (1) 150MT
- Deck Crane: One (1) 1.5T
- ROV: Two (2) Schilling Robotics UHD 200HP 4000M Systems
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